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A good New Year’s Zen-like resolution is to be more 
balanced in life. When we stand straight, with correct 
posture, we do not need a lot of support from our partner. A 
very bad posture  increases the chances of toppling on a 
spin. Straight backs spin faster and are more stable. 
Faster also allows playing with timing and innovation, 
to move with complete confidence to put your heart into 
a dance, setting a dialogue in harmony of movement 
between two people. Straight balance helps maintain a 
strong frame that helps you maintain the connection 
between you and your partner, to lead gently with body 
contact as you take those decisive steps. Practicing 
together will put you both perfectly in sync. Routines 
are just a way to teach you the individual steps and also 
how to combine them in different ways. The 50-50 rule 
of staying in balance especially for the follower is a good 
one to remember if social dancing forces instant changes 
in choreography and direction. Often the follower also 
has the more complicated steps to dance. Dancing should 
be fun and engaging. Remember good balance can result 
in happy dancing.

Annual Memberships for the following will expire at 
the end of January, 2019. Please ensure that you 

renew your membership before it expires. 

Peter Lee

JANUARY BIRTHDAYS

Ref: www.keithprowse.co.uk/news-and-blog/2018/08/31/rugby-vs-american-football
www.wikipedia.org

 1 Silvia PATRIZIO
 1 Teresa RICHARDSON
 1 Lina CHEUNG
 2 Paul FRANCESCUTTI
 2 Ginine AGNEW
 4 Peter LEE
 4 Richard YEUNG
 5 Edward SHAO
 6 Alex WILSON
 7 Ngoc Khanh DAO
 8 Pat GULLO
 8 Mariete NAGY
 11 Vera MILLER
 12 Patrick MOORE1
 15 Ken HAHN
 15 Barbara TOLLARDO
 18 Cathee KUNG
 19 Diane LEWIS
 19 Kwanchee TAM
 21 Carmel CACHIA
 21 Hoan NGUYEN
 24 Kasia BLASZKIEWICZ
 24 Terry GROSSKLEG
 25 Son NGUYEN
 28 Pansy WONG

 June LI
 Craig MCCRIMMON
 William MCLELLAND 
 Sandra MCLELLAND 
 James MOODY
 Jeannette MOODY
 Christine MOSZYNSKI
 John OGDEN
 Joyce OGDEN
 David REDDIN
 Nabil SABA
 Glen SKUCE
 Richard THIBAULT
 Helen TSEA
 Thomas TSEA
 Andrew VALY
 Daphne WALTERS
 Orlando WALTERS
 Haida WANG
 Kaye WARD
 Cynthia ZAI

 Sue ADORJAN
 Robert BARTSCH
 Beverley BROWN
 Jennifer CHEN
 Rorman CHIU
 Philip COX
 Richard DANCY
 Larry FALCONER
 Agnes FALCONER
 Darlene FLORENCE
 Paul FLORENCE
 Patricia GOH
 Diana GOH
 Joseph GOH
 Pat GULLO
 Garry HUBERS
 Tony LEE
 Phil LEE
 Peggy LEI
 Henry LEI
 Lucian LEO-MIZA
 Petronella LEO-MIZA
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Jan 18-19, 2019 
Robbie Burns DANCE

The Scots and their descendents can take pride in the 
history of Scottish inventions and discoveries. Scottish 
ingenuity includes: James Watt’s steam engine, Alexander 
Graham Bell’s telephone, Macmillan’s bicycle, John 
Logie Baird’s invention of TV, Alexander Fleming’s 
discovery of penicillin and insulin, Robert Thomson’s 
pneumatic tire, David Buick’s over head valve engine, 
Sir Sandford Fleming’s Universal Standard Time and 
much more including: adhesive postage stamps, Radio, 
hypodermic syringe, the S-trap flush toilet, refrigerator, 
colour photography, bread toaster and the Encyclopedia 
Britannica. Sports inventions include: curling, golf, hand 
ball, shot put, the hammer throw and rugby. Harvard’s 
rugby-influenced game and Yale’s association football 
version combined to form today’s modern football.
 
At Robert Burns’ theme dance, we might include music 
about famous fictional Scottish characters like: James 
Bond, (author Ian Fleming gave Bond a mixed parentage 
of a Scottish father and Swiss mother), Outlanders and 
Highlanders in TV and film, Montgomery Scott the chief 
engineer in Star Trek, Scrooge McDuck - the uncle of 
Disney’s Donald Duck and of Duck tales, Shrek an ogre 
was portrayed as Scottish by Mike Myers in the Shrek 
film series, and there are mythologized people like 
William Wallace in Braveheart and Bonnie Prince Charlie 
in novels and films like Kidnapped. Author JK Rowling 
wrote the Harry Potter books in Edinburgh and the 
wizarding school Hogwarts is set in Scotland. There is a 
musical Brigadoon with lyrics by Lerner and music by 
Frederick Loewe, that is set in Scotland. Other music 
played can be from Scottish-British musicians like: Annie 
Lennox, Donovan and Sir Rod Stewart who is of both 
Scottish and English ancestry. 
 
Some suggest Scottish Country dance might be a fore 
runner of sequence dancing, as it involves groups of 
couples of dancers tracing progressive patterns that 
become the national ballroom dance form of Scotland 
and popular in 18th century London Society. Modern 
sequence dancing today has a repeat of the steps at 
every sixteenth bar, typically going on for five or six 
sequences in all. Sequence dance music in strict tempo is 
usually needed, although some ordinary music can be 
used. Come to celebrate musically all things Scottish at 
Robert Burns’ theme dance at the 30-Up on January 18th 
and 19th 2019.

 Francis CHUNG
 Arti DARMA
 Tony HO
 Pansy WONG
 Debbie JODOIN



February 1st and 2nd 2019 Chinese New Year’s Dance

Wear red, gold, or vibrant colors and join friends at our 
Chinese New Year’s dance to hear fabulous exotic 
music celebrating the Chinese New Year, along with 
gorgeous Latin and Modern Ballroom music. 

Marjorie White

‘TWAS THE SEASON…
At time of writing, we have had a great December, with 
very large numbers of dancers the first three weekends.  
Every dance seemed like a party thanks to the friendly 
Cashier at the Front Desk, to the DJ’s, Dance Hosts, 
our busier than usual bartender and of course the 
kitchen staff who prepared the usual great meals and 
outstanding turkey dinners. OK, the weather helped, 
too. Dances just before and after Christmas tend to be 
less well attended, cheering those who see it as “more 
room on the Dance Floor…” 
The New Year’s Eve was sold out before Christmas, and 
I anticipate that we will have had the usual wonderful 
time with our friends old and new, with a Tea Dance on 
Boxing Day and for the truly strong, New Year’s Day.  
‘TIS THE WINTER SEASON…
Doubtless we will suffer some of the usual indignities 
of poor weather in this New Year, but at least the days 
are getting longer. Well, a little bit longer.  
This makes it a good opportunity to say that we love 
getting together at dances, but should stay home if we 
are sick. We don’t want everyone we dance with to be 
sick the next week. 
And, oh dear, looks like we need some rules reminders 
in the From The Board section of this Newsletter. 
ARE WE OPEN? SURE WE ARE!
The only 30-Up Club dance that did NOT run in the last 
9 years (maybe much longer) was the night the power 
was out in the neighbourhood and we had no light, heat, 
or power for the kitchen. We managed to reach most 
people that we knew were coming (from bookings, 
and “regulars”), and told them about the situation. 
Otherwise, we have run a dance for those who could 
make it. If we ever do have to cancel, there will be a 
message on the Club phone. However, we will attempt 
to keep our reputation for always being open 
MEMBERSHIP IS GOING UP, AND HAS ITS 
PRIVILEGES
One of the joys of Membership is that EACH Member, 
EVERY CALENDAR YEAR can bring in two people 
free to a regular priced dance to introduce them to the 
Club.  … as long as they have never been to one of our 
dances, 
And a Happy New Year to all…

Have you done a wee Gordon lately? 
Be greeted by a bit of Scots folk and 
bagpipe music to brighten the dances 
for a fun ceilidh party. Wear a little 
tartan for a Scottish dress code and 
love the magical Scots Celtic past. 
Enjoy foot tapping music sprinkled 
among our favourite  Ballroom and 
Latin melodies. Join us for a little 
of Scotland’s taste of Haggis or the 
other Scottish delicacy short bread 
cookies, a classic Scottish dessert, 
originated from medieval biscuit 
bread. It was a favourite of Mary, 
Queen of Scots and was served at 
Christmas and at Hogmanay the 
Scottish New Year’s Eve. 

Join us for a classic sequence dance
the Gay Gordons or the St. Bernard’s 
Waltz old-time Scottish dance.

Robbie Burns Theme 
Dance Jan. 18th & 19th

JANUARY  D. J.  SCHEDULE
Tuesday Friday Saturday
1 Haida 4 Haida 5 Pat
8 Peter 11 Larry 12 Orlando
15 Pat 18 Haida 19 Larry
22 Larry 25 Alex 26 Pat
29 Alex  

BOTH A LAWYER AND A DANCER?
Lawyer Wanted -Are you both a Lawyer AND a Dancer? 
The 30-Up Club will need some advice on changes to the 
Corporations Act (Ontario) that came into force this year. 
If you would like to contribute with a few hours of your 
time, please contact Marjorie White at mwhite@jobchart.com  
PESKY RULES
We hate rules, but now is a good time to remember:
Please:  
HANG UP LONG COATS  in the cloakroom. When 
draped over a chair they are a tripping hazard – with 
or without a fire. 
CHANGE OUT OF BOOTS OR OTHER SNOWY, 
WET FOOTWEAR, at the front end of the hall near the 
entrance. This protects our wonderful Sprung Maple 
Dance Floor, and also avoids boots being left under 
the table and soaking the carpet. 
DO NOT USE THE FIRE EXIT DOOR AT THE 
WEST END OF THE CLUB until Spring, if there are 
people seated anywhere at the west end of the hall. This 
includes not entering the dance after 7.00 p.m. by that 
door even if someone will let you in!

Note: Gay Gordons (alluding to a Scottish regiment, the Gordon Highlanders) 
and the St. Bernard Waltz are “old-time” popular Scottish dances at céilidhs 
(traditional Gaelic social gatherings) and North American Country Dances.
Gay Gordons position at the start: Right hands joined over the lady’s shoulder 
(man’s arm behind her back) and left hands joined in front in shadow position.
 
• Gay Gordons starts 4 steps forward starting on the right foot LOD - 1234 
• Without letting go, turn around fall back 4 steps LOD - 5678 (Lady to L)
• Forward four steps against LOD 1234
• Turn around fall back four steps 5678 against LOD - 5678 (Lady to R side)
• Under arm turn 1234 5678 LOD 
• Polka steps - side close side close - LOD 1234 5678 - Then Restart all steps
 
St. Bernard's Waltz  1 - Starts side close X3 along LOD
2 - Stomp Stomp feet 3 - Side close - side close along against LOD
4 - Step 2 steps back centre out 5 - Step 2 steps fwd face wall in
6 - Under arm turn 7 - Rotary Waltz partner 4 bars 
Then Restart all steps


